CITY OF MONONA
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Monona City Hall – Conference Room
5211 Schluter Road, Monona, WI 53716
Thursday October 21, 2021
5:45 p.m.
NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC MEETING
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, this meeting will be conducted via electronic
videoconferencing/teleconferencing. As such, it is likely that some or all members of, and a possible
quorum, may be in attendance via electronic means and not physically present. In accordance with
Wisconsin law, the meeting will remain open to the public. The public may still attend in person at the
location stated in this agenda. However, due to the need to maintain social distancing and the limited
physical space available, the public is encouraged and requested to also attend via electronic means.
Directions to do so are listed at the bottom of this agenda. Upon reasonable notice, the needs of
disabled individuals will be accommodated through auxiliary aids or services. For additional
information or to request this service, contact Joan Andrusz at 608-222-2525.

1. Call to Order.
2. Roll Call.
3. Appearances.
4. Approval of August 26, 2021 Minutes.
5. Public Hearing: Brandon and Emily Goetzman, 4541 Winnequah Road are
requesting a variance from Monona Municipal Code of Ordinances Sec. 48024(d)(7)(a) Accessory Structure Maximum Height for the purpose of building a
new pergola shade structure on top of the existing boathouse. (Case No. Z-0092021)
6. Consideration of Action: Brandon and Emily Goetzman, 4541 Winnequah Road
are requesting a variance from Monona Municipal Code of Ordinances Sec. 48024(d)(7)(a) Accessory Structure Maximum Height for the purpose of building a
new pergola shade structure on top of the existing boathouse. (Case No. Z-0092021)
7. Next Meeting Date
a. Upcoming Regular Meeting Dates: November 18, 2021, December 16, 2021
b. Updates/Discussion on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Efforts
8. Adjournment.
DIRECTIONS TO ATTEND MEETING ELECTRONICALLY
You may attend via videoconference by downloading the free Zoom program to your computer at
https://zoom.us/download. At the date and time of the meeting log on through the Zoom program and
enter Meeting ID: 881 7893 5204.
You may attend via telephone conference by calling the following phone number:
PHONE NUMBER: 1-301-715-8592 / MEETING ID: 881 7893 5204, FOLLOWED BY #

Please Mute Your Phone When Not Speaking To Ensure Best Possible Audio Quality.
NOTE: Upon reasonable notice, the City of Monona will accommodate the needs of disabled individuals
through auxiliary aids or services. For additional information or to request this service, contact Joan Andrusz
at (608)222-2525, FAX: (608)222-9225, or through the City Police Department TDD telephone number 4410399. The public is notified that any final action taken at a previous meeting may be reconsidered pursuant
to the City of Monona ordinances. A suspension of the rules may allow for final action to be taken on an
item of New Business.
It is possible that members of a possible quorum of members of other governmental bodies of the
municipality may be in attendance at the above state meeting to gather information or speak about a subject,
over which they have decision-making responsibility. Any governmental body at the above state meeting
will take no action other than the governmental body specifically referred to above in this notice.
Agenda posted on the City Hall, Library, and Community Center bulletin boards and on the City of
Monona’s website, www.mymonona.com.
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Minutes
City of Monona
Zoning Board of Appeals
Thursday August 26, 2021
Chair Moore called the meeting of the Monona Zoning Board of Appeals to order at 5:50 pm.
Present:

Alder Moore (Chair), Mr. Schweiger, Ms. Steele, Ms. Piliouras & Mr. Patton (2nd
Alternate)

Excused:

Mr. Conrad & Mr. Davies (1st Alternate)

Also Present: City Planner Douglas Plowman
Approval of Minutes:
A motion by Ms. Steele, seconded by Mr. Schweiger, to approve the minutes of July 15,
2021 carried with no corrections.
Appearances:
None.
New Business:
Public Hearing: Matthew and Molly Goetzinger, 5705 Tonyawatha Trail are requesting a
variance from Monona Municipal Code of Ordinances Sec. 480-24(d)(7)(c)(2) Accessory
Structure Side Yard Setbacks and 480-24(d)(7)(c)(4) Accessory Structure Shore Yard
Setbacks for the purpose of building a new deck in the shore yard. (Case No. Z-008-2021)
Mr. Matthew Goetzinger introduced his variance request to add a new deck to their existing
boathouse in the shore yard. The applicant received ZBA approval to add a screened enclosure to
the top of the existing boathouse last year. The adjacent neighbor has since begun construction of a
boathouse that blocks views to the north, which Mr. Goetzinger states is the main hardship for this
request. City Planner Plowman shared a letter from Mr. Mike Dwyer at 5703 Tonyawatha Trail
asking that the request be rejected. He is concerned for privacy into his own property, the proximity
to the new boathouse being constructed, the hardship listed, as well as the condition of the existing
boathouse at 5705 Tonyawatha. There were no other appearances and the public hearing was
declared closed.
Consideration of Action: Matthew and Molly Goetzinger, 5705 Tonyawatha Trail are
requesting a variance from Monona Municipal Code of Ordinances Sec. 480-24(d)(7)(c)(2)
Accessory Structure Side Yard Setbacks and 480-24(d)(7)(c)(4) Accessory Structure Shore
Yard Setbacks for the purpose of building a new deck in the shore yard. (Case No. Z-0082021)
The Board began deliberation of the request and asked clarifying questions with regards to the
adjacent property at 5703 Tonyawatha Trail and the timeline of events in 2020. The new boathouse
under construction means that the existing screen porch on top of the applicant’s boathouse now
has a significant amount of their side views blocked. Mr. Schweiger did share that he didn’t see the
existing boathouse condition as relevant to the ZBA discussion. He struggles with Mr. Dwyer’s
concerns around privacy in the letter given the boathouse is not intended as a main living quarters.
Mr. Schweiger asked what was unique to the property that required the variance, and what the
hardship was for Mr. Goetzinger. The applicant responded that their appreciation of their property
comes from the views of the Capital. The adjacent construction has impacted their enjoyment of the
property, and it obstructs a key vista from their boathouse. He added that the proposal doesn’t
impact adjacent neighbors, and it doesn’t encroach closer to the lake than the neighbor. Ms. Steele
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added that she empathizes with the situation, but she struggles with the burden to approve the
request if the stated hardship is impacted cross views across lots.

Mr. Schweiger asked City Planner Plowman if the deck would be permissible if it met side yard
setbacks. Plowman responded that the setbacks are one issue, while the other is that decks are not
permitted as structures in the shore yard. Mr. Schweiger is concerned with the issue of creep
towards the shoreline, and the precedent that could be set for others. Ms. Piliouras asked how far
the post would be out from the boathouse. The post is 11’ from the boathouse, and in-line with the
boathouse to the north. Mr. Patton shared that the unnecessary hardship doesn’t appear to be met
given the adjacent boathouse meets City building code, and he’s struggling to see the unique
physical property limitations that are not related to the adjacent neighbor. Planner Plowman shared
details of the 2020 approvals for the screened porch addition for the Board’s reference. Ms. Piliouras
asked if there was a reason the applicant doesn’t want to build something else. The applicant
responded that they’re looking to limit their impact, and to enhance the existing structure. The
proposal would allow them to store a boat in the boathouse, and if the post were to be moved it
would limit the ability to add a rail system in the future.
Ms. Steele shared that the view impacts for an accessory structure are not enough of a reason to
grant the variance. The unique elements to the applicant’s property are not present in her mind. The
applicant responded that the adjacent property has hindered his ability to enjoy their home. The
hardship was restated as a blocked vista, and the other elements adjacent to the property are
secondary but additive. Mr. Schweiger responded that the structure can be used for a permitted
purpose, the hardship is stemming from a permitted structure that could have been built at any time.
The grievance is that the neighbor isn’t very neighborly, but it’s allowable and in his mind doesn’t
clear the burden of proof that’s needed.
A motion was made by Ms. Steele, seconded by Mr. Schweiger to deny the accessory
structure side yard setback and accessory structure side yard setback variance request for a
new deck in the shore yard. The application in stating the impact to views does not meet the
burden for an unnecessary hardship, nor are these conditions unique to this property. There
are also concerns about the long term cumulative effects of permitting a deck off of an
existing boathouse. The Board were unable to meet the required burden of proof needed to
grant approval.
The motion carried unanimously.

Upcoming Meetings:
Planner Plowman shared that he has not yet received an application for the September 16, 2021
meeting and it will be cancelled.
Adjournment:
A motion by Ms. Piliouras, seconded by Ms. Steele, to adjourn carried. (6:44 pm)
Respectfully submitted by:
Douglas Plowman, City Planner / Zoning Administrator
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Chapter 15 – Variances
Figure 25: Area and Use Variance Decision Process

Area and Use Variance Decision Process
Step 1: Consider alternatives to the variance request.

Area Variance – Provides an increment
of relief (normally small) from a
dimensional restriction such as building
height, area, setback, etc.

Use Variance – Permits a landowner to
put property to an otherwise prohibited
use.

1. Unnecessary Hardship exists when
compliance would unreasonably prevent
the owner from using the property for a
permitted purpose or would render
conformity with such restrictions
unnecessarily burdensome. Consider
these points:
 Purpose of zoning restriction
 Zoning restriction’s effect on property
 Short term, long term and cumulative
effects of variance on neighborhood
and public interest.

1. Unnecessary Hardship exists when
no reasonable use can be made of the
property without a variance.

SECTION IV

Step 2: Determine if all three statutory
y variance criteria are met.

2. Unique physical property limitations such as steep slopes or wetlands must prevent
compliance with the ordinance. The circumstances of an applicant, such as a growing
family, elderly parents, or a desire for a larger garage, are not legitimate factors in
deciding variances.

3. No harm to public interests A variance may not be granted which results in harm to
public interests. Public interests can be determined from the general purposes of an
ordinance as well as the purposes for a specific ordinance provision. Analyze short-term,
long-term and cumulative impacts of variance requests on the neighbors, community and
statewide public interest.

Step 3: Grant or deny
y request
q
for variance recording rationale and findings.
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CITY OF MONONA: ZONING VARIANCE APPLICATION FORM

This application must be submitted to the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) for approval. Applications must be
complete before they are reviewed, and must be submitted to the City Planner at least four weeks before
the ZBA meeting, due to noticing requirements. It is the responsibility of the applicant to contact the City
Planner at (608) 222-2525 or dplowman@ci.monona.wi.us, with any questions.
APPLICANT INFORMATION:
Name:

Emily & Brandon Goetzman

Company:
Email:

Home:
Work:

brandongoetzman@yahoo.com

Cell:

608-346-4737

Mailing Address: 4541 Winnequah Rd. Monona, WI 53716

PROPERTY INFORMATION:
Address of Property:

4541 Winnequah Rd.

Lot:

Block:

Plat:

Present Use of Property: Residential
Proposed Use of Property: Residential
Zoning Classification:
☐ N/A

OWNER’S INFORMATION (if other than shown above):
Name:

Company:

Phone Number:

Email:

Mailing Address:

PREVIOUS APPEALS
Has a previous appeal or application been made with respect to this property?

☐

Yes

✔
☐

If ‘yes’, state nature of previous appeal or application:

We have owned the property since 2020 and have not applied for any appeals or applications
since our ownership. We are unsure of any appeals or applications prior to our ownership.

Last Revised 10/2019

No

Request for Variance Application Checklist
The following materials are required for all variance requests:

A letter that details the variance requested and the reasons for the variance request. The letter should explain:
 The variance requested
 What special conditions exist which will cause practical difficultly or unnecessary hardship if the variance
requested is not granted
 Why variance requested is not contrary to the public interest and will not endanger public safety and welfare;
 Why variance requested will be in accord with the spirit of the zoning ordinance
 How the variance, if granted, will cause substantial justice to be done
A copy of plat or plat of survey with the following information:
 The location, boundaries, dimension, elevations, and size of property;
 Accessory structures and utility easements;
 Streets and other public ways;
 Driveways and existing highway access restrictions;
 All abutting properties;
 Proposed detailed building plans and elevations;
 Requested change or addition;
 Must accompany nine (9) sets of blue prints and nine (9) copies of the application.

Additional Information
Property Accessibility for Site Review:
By signing below, the applicant hereby grants the Zoning Board of Appeals members and City Staff access to the
property in question, in the event that a site visit is deemed necessary for the variance review process.
Application Fee:
A $250 non-refundable filing fee is required with each application. The fee can be paid by check, cash or credit
card (fees apply) at City Hall.

I swear that all of the above statement and the statements contained in any papers or plans submitted herewith
are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

9/11/2021
(Signature of Applicant)

Last Revised 10/2019

(Date)

Emily & Brandon Goetzman
4541 Winnequah Rd.
Monona, WI 53716
September 18th, 2021
City of Monona
ATTN: Monona Zoning Board
5211 Schluter Road
Monona, WI 53716
Dear Monona Zoning Board of Appeals:
Thank you for your time and attention on this manner. We write you today to explain our family’s desire
to add a modern StruXure pergola to our existing boathouse to minimize sun exposures because of one
of our family member’s history with skin cancer and the potential risks of ongoing sun exposure to this
family member and our 14‐month old son who likely will have similar genetic skin cancer risks.
The proposed modest pergola will be manufactured by StruXure and built out of aluminum with a sleek
and modern finish with extremely minimal view obstruction. The StruXure pergola will have movable
louvers that can completely block out the sun to protect our family during the increasing number of hot
and sunny days that are in Monona’s future as a result of climate change.
The location of the pergola will be set back from the water and the top of the pergola will only reach to
the approximate height of the existing backyard fence due to the steep grade of our property down to the
boathouse. This high grade and the position of the pergola will result in virtually zero view impacts by our
neighbors. The high‐quality design will only add to the aesthetic appeal of the boathouse building overall
from those viewing the shore from the lake. The conclusion should be that there is no harm to public
interests because of these thoughtful design elements. Below is current rendering for the project.
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We are seeking a height variance solely for the pergola because without it, we will be unable to use the
boathouse as intended due to ongoing sun exposure risks. We recognize that any variance granted cannot
be based solely on the personal hardship of our family’s skin cancer history but rather on a hardship as
defined by Monona’s Zoning Code. Our parcel is very unique from a zoning perspective and there are
several hardships that we describe below that justify approving our height variance request:
(1) Unique Parcel Hardship. Winds typically flow from west to east due to the “prevailing westerlies”.
The positioning of our lot along the shore of Lake Monona necessitated the construction of the
boathouse in its current location and created a wide open and fully exposed north and west
exposure when you are on top of the boathouse. There are no trees or other structures west of
our boathouse that create any wind or sun blockage. The wind from the lake are so strong on
many days each year that a movable umbrella cannot be used as an alternative to providing shade.
This fully exposed westward view (see picture below) is very unique to our parcel and presents a
significant hardship due to the wind and sun exposures resulting in our request for a variance to
the zoning code for the our modest pergola.
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(2) Loss of (Partial) Natural Shade and Steep Grade Hardship. The only shade that is provided by
anything nearby is from trees in our back yard. Unfortunately, one of those key trees that has
historically provided some partial shade to the top of the boathouse has died (see picture below)
and has been removed for safety as it is no longer able to provide any shade when the sun is south
of our property. The incredibly steep grade along the shore prevents the ability to plant new trees
high enough to provide shade that would replace the need for a pergola. This represents the
second hardship specific to our property.
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(3) Climate Change Hardship. Climate change is adversely impacting Monona and will continue to
create significant hardship of residents of our community necessitating thoughtful changes to
existing property uses and zoning code changes to protect the community and our residents.
ClimateCheck estimates that the number of days that will exceed 90 degrees Fahrenheit in
temperature will increase from between 8 and 20 days per year today to 40 days per year by 2050.
Added heat and, in particular, the sun exposures that accompany it will increase the need for
shade or otherwise increase risks of skin cancers to vulnerable residents.
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As it relates to providing no harm to the public interests, the Pergola is expected to have no impact to our
neighbors’ views of the lake because the height of the pergola is approximately at the height of the black
railing fence in the back yard because of the grade down to the boathouse where the pergola will be
located (see picture below to get a sense for the steep grade between the backyard and the boathouse).

The four thin supports for the pergola are designed to minimize any visual obstruction. Furthermore, the
design of the boathouse improvements has the pergola “set back” from the north water exposure which
further minimizes any view impacts by others. In addition, we should mention that we are now paying to
upgrade the railing along the top of our boathouse to improve water views for both our neighbors and for
us. We will no longer be using black metal railing as shown in the prior set of plans but rather Regal glass
railing (please note that the change in type of railing does not require resubmission of plans). The result
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of this will be a net positive to the public good from a reduction in visual obstructions. Below is a sample
picture of the glass railing that will be used on top of the boathouse.

Lastly, it should be noted that the overall boathouse project is simply upgrading the existing structure
overall. It will not create any new runoffs, environmental or sustainability impacts to our beautiful city
and lake. We are extremely conscious of this risk and have been thoughtful in our proposed
improvements.
In conclusion and consistent with the zoning code’s overarching goals, we believe that our proposed
pergola and other upgrades to the boathouse is within the spirit of maintaining a “good neighbor”
standard of improving the aesthetics and usability of our residential property without in anyway
jeopardizing the usability of our neighbors’ equal rights to enjoy their own property. The proposed plan
is thoughtfully designed to not interfere with our neighbors’ access or views.
We appreciate the Board’s consideration of our adding the modest pergola to our boathouse and
approving the necessary heigh variance so that we can protect our family from cancer risk for years to
come.
Kind regards,

Emily Goetzman & Brandon Goetzman
Enclosed: Proposed Architectural Plans
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SITE PLAN NOTES
1.
SITE INFORMATION FROM ACCESS DANE AND DCI MAPS AND
ASSETALLY.
2. EXISTING ROOF TOP DECK TO BE REMOVED AND REBUILT IN SAME
PLACE.
3. ROOF REPLACEMENT TO OCCUR BEFORE DECK IS CONSTRUCTED.
4. BACK AND SIDE YARD SITE ELEMENTS (SET BACKS, PROPERTY
BOUNDARIES, ETC.) ARE EXISTING AND ARE UNCHANGED BY THIS
WORK.
5. BOATHOUSE FRAME IS EXISTING AND WILL REMAIN. STRUCTURAL
SUPPORT MAY BE ADDED FOR REINFORCEMENT.

DEKTEX
SUITE 6, 4319 TWIN VALLEY ROAD
MIDDLETON, WISCONSIN
53562
608.216.2002

DATE
DESCRIPTION

NO.

40'

PERMIT SET

Lake
Monona
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4/28/021

4541 Winnequah Road,
Monona, Wisconsin
53716

GOETZMAN DECK
REMODEL

THESE DRAWINGS ARE FOR BIDDING AND
CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES ONLY.
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SITE PLAN
SHEET NUMBER:
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DATE
DESCRIPTION

NO.

4/28/021

PERMIT SET

1

GENERAL NOTES
1. DECK FOOTINGS FROM MASCORE, INC. SEE
WI BUILDING PRODUCT APPROVAL SHEET
ATTACHED.
2. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE EXISTING.
3. THE BOATHOUSE STRUCTURE IS EXISTING.
4. EXISTING PROPERTY SETBACKS ARE
UNCHANGED BY THIS WORK.
5.
ALL WOOD IS TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW
PINE UNLESS SPECIFIED.
6. ALL STAIR STRINGERS ARE TREATED LVL
ENGINEERED.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE TO OUTSIDE FACE OF DECK
FRAMING.
8.
ALL MATERIALS TO BE INSTALLED PER
MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS.
9. GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR COORDINATING PRODUCT AND
MATERIAL INSTALLATION.
10. PROVIDE FLASHING AT DECK LEDGER WHERE
NECESSARY
11. EXISTING RUBBER ROOF WILL BE REPLACED
BEFORE DECK FRAMING IS CONSTRUCTED
FOR NEW PVC DECKING.

4541 Winnequah Road,
Monona, Wisconsin
53716
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REMODEL
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GENERAL NOTES
1. DECK FOOTINGS FROM MASCORE, INC. SEE
WI BUILDING PRODUCT APPROVAL SHEET
ATTACHED.
2. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE EXISTING.
3. THE BOATHOUSE STRUCTURE IS EXISTING.
4. EXISTING PROPERTY SETBACKS ARE
UNCHANGED BY THIS WORK.
5.
ALL WOOD IS TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW
PINE UNLESS SPECIFIED.
6. ALL STAIR STRINGERS ARE TREATED LVL
ENGINEERED.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE TO OUTSIDE FACE OF DECK
FRAMING.
8.
ALL MATERIALS TO BE INSTALLED PER
MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS.
9. GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR COORDINATING PRODUCT AND
MATERIAL INSTALLATION.
10. PROVIDE FLASHING AT DECK LEDGER WHERE
NECESSARY
11. EXISTING RUBBER ROOF WILL BE REPLACED
BEFORE DECK FRAMING IS CONSTRUCTED
FOR NEW PVC DECKING.
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SUITE 6, 4319 TWIN VALLEY ROAD
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DATE
DESCRIPTION

NO.

4/28/021

PERMIT SET

1

GENERAL NOTES
1. DECK FOOTINGS FROM MASCORE, INC. SEE
WI BUILDING PRODUCT APPROVAL SHEET
ATTACHED.
2. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE EXISTING.
3. THE BOATHOUSE STRUCTURE IS EXISTING.
4. EXISTING PROPERTY SETBACKS ARE
UNCHANGED BY THIS WORK.
5. ALL WOOD IS TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW
PINE UNLESS SPECIFIED.
6. ALL STAIR STRINGERS ARE TREATED LVL
ENGINEERED.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE TO OUTSIDE FACE OF DECK
FRAMING.
8. ALL MATERIALS TO BE INSTALLED PER
MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS.
9. GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR COORDINATING PRODUCT AND
MATERIAL INSTALLATION.
10. PROVIDE FLASHING AT DECK LEDGER WHERE
NECESSARY
11. EXISTING RUBBER ROOF WILL BE REPLACED
BEFORE DECK FRAMING IS CONSTRUCTED
FOR NEW PVC DECKING.

4541 Winnequah Road,
Monona, Wisconsin
53716

GOETZMAN DECK
REMODEL

THESE DRAWINGS ARE FOR BIDDING AND
CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES ONLY.
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DECK FRAMING
SHEET NUMBER:
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GENERAL NOTES
1. DECK FOOTINGS FROM MASCORE, INC. SEE WI BUILDING
PRODUCT APPROVAL SHEET ATTACHED.
2. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE EXISTING.
3. THE BOATHOUSE STRUCTURE IS EXISTING.
4. EXISTING PROPERTY SETBACKS ARE UNCHANGED BY THIS
WORK.
5. ALL WOOD IS TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE UNLESS
SPECIFIED.
6. ALL STAIR STRINGERS ARE TREATED LVL ENGINEERED.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE TO OUTSIDE FACE OF DECK FRAMING.
8. ALL MATERIALS TO BE INSTALLED PER MANUFACTURER
INSTRUCTIONS.
9. GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING
PRODUCT AND MATERIAL INSTALLATION.
10. PROVIDE FLASHING AT DECK LEDGER WHERE NECESSARY
11. EXISTING RUBBER ROOF WILL BE REPLACED BEFORE DECK
FRAMING IS CONSTRUCTED FOR NEW PVC DECKING.
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874 FT

GENERAL NOTES
1. DECK FOOTINGS FROM MASCORE, INC. SEE
WI BUILDING PRODUCT APPROVAL SHEET
ATTACHED.
2. EXTERIOR WALLS ARE EXISTING.
3. THE BOATHOUSE STRUCTURE IS EXISTING.
4. EXISTING PROPERTY SETBACKS ARE
UNCHANGED BY THIS WORK.
5. ALL WOOD IS TREATED SOUTHERN YELLOW
PINE UNLESS SPECIFIED.
6. ALL STAIR STRINGERS ARE TREATED LVL
ENGINEERED.
7. DIMENSIONS ARE TO OUTSIDE FACE OF DECK
FRAMING.
8. ALL MATERIALS TO BE INSTALLED PER
MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS.
9. GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR COORDINATING PRODUCT AND
MATERIAL INSTALLATION.
10. PROVIDE FLASHING AT DECK LEDGER WHERE
NECESSARY
11. EXISTING RUBBER ROOF WILL BE REPLACED
BEFORE DECK FRAMING IS CONSTRUCTED
FOR NEW PVC DECKING.
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